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 Module 5: Social media  
(e-presence, e-reputation)
The first part of this lesson plan deals with knowledge about social media and MIL 
added value.

The second part of this lesson plan, the MILAB, deals with hands-on approach to 
teaching about online presence, digital footprint and e-reputation.

A few definitions (see glossary)

  e-presence or online presence
  identity
  e-reputation 
  participation

Outline

PART I Knowledge building

 1. Before social media
 2. Social media in the digital world
 3. Social media characteristics
 4. Opportunities and risks
 5. Learning objectives, competences and MIL added value
 6. Evaluation
 7. Training materials 

PART II MILAB

 1. Stage 1 activities 
 2. Stage 2 activities
 3. Stage 3 activities 
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PART I (4x45min sessions) 
1. Before social media (20 min)

Media was “social” before social media platforms existed. There was always in-
ter-personal communication and channels of information between people and 
media but they were limited. Previously there was a top-down, linear model, from 
media to the public without much feedback from audience and users (e.g. letters to 
the editor). It was part of the information contract, with experts (journalists, libra-
rians,…) conducting and controlling the media flow. 

  Discussion: 

How did pre-digital media affect your country in the past:
  cinema; printed press … 
  relation to freedom of expression, censorship, propaganda 
  relation to business (and jobs such as journalism…)

Teacher tip:
To create self-awareness amongst students about their use of media and the associated political and 
societal issues, ask them to give specific examples of different media they use 
 Alternatively, they can keep a log for a week and share some of the main patterns they see in class. 

2. Social media in relation to the digital world (25 min)

  What’s new with digital social media?

Individuals have been empowered to create media content and to give feedback, comment and edit thanks 
to interactive features of digital network technology.

Figure 1: The social turn
Source: D. Frau-Meigs, 2018/Savoir*Devenir
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Session 1:
45 min
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  Understanding the new evolution about the word “information”: news, docs, data

Figure 2: Information culture
Source: Savoir*Devenir

3. Social media characteristics 

  Discussion: 

Characteristics of social media according to you (25 min)

  Building personal profiles and curating them (personal details, pictures, links, 
comments, stats, publication and security parameters)

  Connecting with friends and people (including tracking and nudging by sites themselves) 
  Uploading content (original productions, mixing, remixing…)
  Sharing (private and public conversations, comments, ratings, recommendations, collaboration with 

others)
  Buying and selling online
  Being a “citizen”: liking, voting, recommending… (similar or not to political vote?)
  …

Teacher tip:
For a source of statistics on social media and information in different countries,  
refer to the 2019 Digital Report: https://wearesocial.com/uk/digital-2019

  Thinking about active participation: 

Question participation with students:
  Is it about self-expression? About online presence at all cost?
  Is it about trolling and influencing? 
  How can it contribute to democracy? In schools? Outside schools? 
  Do you prefer a minimalist form of participation (just browsing or clicking)? Or do you prefer to be 

involved in online communities (publishing, contribution, discussing)? How many? How often? 
  How do you go from a minimalist form of involvement to a more active stance?

DATA DOCUMENTS NEWS

Data provide 
information 
via mining and 
profiling

Documents 
provide 
information via 
classification 
systems and digital 
files

News provide 
information via 
media formats

Session 2:
45 min
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Figure 3: From participation to contribution
Source: Savoir*Devenir

  Formats and examples of social media (20 min) 
  Social networking (e.g. Facebook)
  Micro-blogging (e.g. Twitter) 
  Media sharing (e.g. Pinterest)
  Discussion forums (e.g. Wikimedia)

Figure 4: Formats and examples of social media 
Source: Savoir*Devenir
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 • shared expertise
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Social networking
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Micro-blogging

Discussion forums
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co-construction
•  feedback

Media sharing

Skype/ WhatsApp and 
keeping in touch with 

people abroad
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Teacher tip:
There is no final classification of social media. New formats are continually emerging (such as private 
networks like VPNs or additional platforms like TikTok or Discord). Check for new formats and keep 
the students on the look-out. And don’t forget that video game sites and platforms (Steam, Origin…) 
are increasingly behaving like social media where players can chat while they play.

Create a map of your favourite social media and complete it in terms of high or low levels of participation, 
collaboration, contribution. 

Type missions Examples Characteristics of participation 

General public Connecting friends Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat Mostly participation
Little collaboration 
No contribution

Content sharing Publishing user-generated 
contents, stocking, mix, 
remix

YouTube, Pinterest,  
Instagram, SlideShare

Mostly participation
Little collaboration 
No contribution

Messenging Communication Skype, Facebook Messenger, 
WhatsApp

Mostly participation

Professional links Networking LinkedIn Mostly participation

Social bookmarking Organizing bookmarks Pearltrees, diligo, delicious Mostly participation

Pedadogical tools Creating content Izi Travel, Padlet Mostly participation

Wikis Sharing open source 
contents

Wikipedia, wikio, wikidia Mostly participation

Figure 5: The type of participation according to the social media used
Source: Savoir*Devenir

4. Opportunities and risks of social media

  Discussion: (15 min)

  How do you use social media? 
  What’s your best/worst experience? 

Teacher tip:
You can make the students produce a word cloud of this comparison, with emphasis on opportunities 
or risks.

Resources: 
Example of free word cloud online tool: 
https://wordart.com/ and https://www.nuagesdemots.fr/

  Opportunities and risks (20 min)

Risk

Opportunities

Notions

• Cyber bullying
• Identity theft
• Hate speech
• Misuse

• Social and cognitive learning
• Influence, positive self-image
• Contribution, collaboration

• E-presence
• E-reputation
• Participation

Session 3:
45 min
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From participation to collaboration to contribution: stepped forms of engagement 
online

  Participation is about involvement and establishing a sustained personal 
online presence

  Collaboration is about sharing content with others
  Contribution is about creating original content with others and making a 

difference

5. Focus on COLLABORATION/CONFLICT RESOLUTION and CROSS-
CULTURAL COMMUNICATION competences (7C) (10 min)

  Collaboration is close to participation and implies a healthy interaction with other people in online 
communities, via wikis, blogs, games and social media. It implies values and attitudes related to 
active collaboration and to conflict resolution. Media can be causes of conflict (they convey stereo-
types, polarize…) and they can also help solve conflict (countering hate speech, amplifying debate..). 

  The cross-culteral communication is a competency which allows citizens and users to understand 
the cultural and physical infrastructure of the internet and to be conscious of the relations of power 
and gaps in access. It puts emphasis on empathy where other competencies focus on tolerance, res-
pect and dignity of the person and also an understanding of the geopolitics of online exchanges. 

See introduction and glossary
Source: Savoir*Devenir

Building Students’ critical thinking: AIR

• E-presence
• E-reputation
• Sharing contract

ANALYSE

• Formats
• Contribution/collaboration/
participation

INTERPRET

• Aim at active participationREACT

Consumption

Comprehension Creativity Critical Thinking

Citizenship
Cross-cultural 

communication
Collaboration & 

conflict(s) resolution

Summary
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  MIL competences break-down: categories/indicators of collaboration/conflict resolution 
and cross-cultural communication competences

Students should be able to

  MIL added Human Right value
  Freedom of expression
  Participation

6. Evaluation and feedback (45 min) 

Ask students to write a presentation of themselves in a chosen social media (post) in 
which they present one of their cultural interests (music, games, history etc.). Each 
group chooses one of the posts and exercises their critical thinking about it, provi-
ding suggestions on how to improve it. Discuss if it can be published and why.

7. Training support materials  
(see additional section to Lesson Plans)

  References to other materials and resources
  Useful links for pedagogical animation
  Glossary
  Useful software for MIL integration in learning outcomes (online resources by country)  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10wxgYEe9O8GiSKo8kTjv8uQqpkOeHJp5_k0ytBcZsdU/edit?usp=sharing

Describe the uses of social media

Understand the way social media is organised, disseminates content and collects data 

Choose which social media to use for personal/collective situations (e-presence and e-reputation)

Recognise and list the various types of participation/collaboration available online

Engaging in meaningful and constructive activities online 

Session 4:
45 min
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PART II. MILAB 
(4 x 45 min sessions, according to allotted schedule for MIL)

MILAB activities are devised according to the three stages (1-beginning, 2-consoli-
dating and 3-deepening). The three stages are indicative: they can be followed as 
suggested below or used in a ‘plug-in’, modular approach depending upon the time 
allotted to MIL and/or the level of outcome desirable.

They involve several pedagogical activities including: workshops, role play, written 
exercises and games. They explore different media formats such as blogs, videos and web articles in order 
to build students’ critical thinking skills (AIR).

EXPLORING collaboration/conflict resolution and cross-cultural communication competences 
Contribution to social media via tweet, post, story…

STAGE 1 (15-16): 
Understanding the logic of networking and e-presence

  E-presence and networking 2 x 45 min

  Look at three social media: e.g. Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
  What are their functionalities? 
  How do they promote networking? 
  Is there moderation?
  How do you get to see your analytics and statistics? 
  What do they tell about yourself? Are you happy, unhappy about it?

  Considering negative consequences of e-presence: cyberbullying 45 min

Use Mentimeter or Beekast or similar app to get students to vote on whether the following statements 
are true or false:
  Cyberbullying is like bullying.
  Cyberbullying has no real life consequences.
  Cyberbullying can be stopped if signalled in time.

Count the results of vote and discuss in class.

Teacher tip:
For sensitive subjects voting anonymously may elicit more genuine answers.

  Evaluation 45 min

Look at the top ten Instagram accounts by country on Wikipedia:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most-followed_Instagram_accounts#By_country 

Compare to those in your country.  
What similarities, differences do you see?

Teacher tip:
You may have discussions on global youth culture as propagated by social media. Let the stu-
dents choose the social media account they want to examine and help them develop a critical 
view of what they are being exposed to.

To go further
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STAGE 2 (16-17): 
Mastering e-presence and e-reputation

  E-reputation 45 min

Online search:
  Ask students go on to Google or any search engine and search for their name or the name of 

somebody famous they like (a YouTuber or influencer). 
  What do they notice about this person? Page ranking, likes, comments are all to be taken into 

account. 
  Have a general discussion in class on how they could improve their e-reputation…

  Considering the negative consequences of e-reputation: hate speech  2 x 45 min

Role play: 
  Split the class into small groups and have each group write a script where a student is being 

harassed online and subjected to hate speech.
  With the class together, have a discussion about the feelings and emotions that arose, on the 

offline consequences, and on the legal implications. 

  Evaluation 45 min

Essay writing: a person you know has discovered lies about himself/herself online. How would you 
help him/her address the situation?

Teacher tip:
In many European countries, hate speech is illegal and can be reported.
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STAGE 3 (18-19):
Building a sustainable e-reputation and curating it 

  Building an e-reputation (I) 45 min

Creating an online e-portfolio: 
  Have the students go on WordPress and start creating their profile
  Ask them to think about the types of content they would like to post

  Building an e-reputation (II) 2 x 45 min

Creating an online e-portfolio:
  Have the students publish a document of their choice (from past courses or other classes)
  Observe the comments and responses on WordPress
  What trends can the students observe and why?

  Evaluation 45 min

Have the students write a post about what they have learnt about Social Media.
In a collaborative writing session, have them help each other revise the post. 
After editing it, encourage the students to publish it where most appropriate  
(it can be in school newspaper or blog, the blog of a national newspaper…)

Teacher tip:
Make up a collaborative grid of evaluation assigning points for each of the three parts:  
collaboration, participation and contribution.
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